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EXT. PARKING LOT - NIGHT 

The parking lot is empty. A lightning storm starts up and THE 
TERMINATOR appears in classic fashion. He gets up and starts 
walking.

TERMINATOR 1
Kill Sarah Connor.

He is walking when a lighting storm starts up behind him. A 
second terminator appears. Each consecutive terminator has a 
similar lightning storm and appears with a thunderous boom. 

TERMINATOR 2
I am here to stop you from killing 
Sarah Connor. 

TERMINATOR 3
I am here to stop you from stopping 
him. 

TERMINATOR 4 
I am here to stop all of you. 

The screen is quickly full of Terminators mumbling.

TERMINATOR 5
Terminate the Terminators 

Terminator 5 pulls out a rocket launcher and fires. 
Explosions. 

EXT. CITY - NIGHT

The city is in chaos. All the Terminators have guns and are 
firing at will. 



INT. NEWS REPORT 

We see a breaking news lead in. We see scenes of the chaos as 
the reporter talks. 

ANCHOR 
We are where with this special 
report. Mysterious men in black 
leather jackets and Austrian 
accents are appearing across the 
globe causing mass chaos.  Reports 
are coming in that millions of 
people are dying. Is this the end 
for humanity?

A door slams open.

TERMINTOR (V.O.)
Sarah Connor??? Sarah Connor??

Sounds of gunshots. The anchor dives behind the desk. The 
camera falls. Cut to black and silence. 

EXT. STREETS - DUSK

Post apocalyptic street. Houses are blown up. The grass is 
yellow. Dead bodies liter the street. Terminators are 
shooting each other. Terminators pop up and other Terminators 
starting shooting them.

Suddenly a large lighting storm starts. All the terminators 
look at it.

Out steps a the GOVERNATOR. A terminator in a business suit.
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GOVERNATOR 
I am the governator. And I am here 
to govern. By making everyone pump 
iron! 

Cut to black.

EXT. STREETS - DAY

Every store and building is a gym. Terminators are standing 
outside each one. People are walking into them.

INT. GYM - DAY

People are working out. Terminators are next to them.

TERMINTOR
You can do better than that! Come 
on!! 

TERMINIATOR 1
If it jiggles. It fat. You run 
until you don’t jiggle any more!! 

TERMINTOR
Good form. 

The governator is walking around. He stops on a women doing 
back presses.

THE GOVERNNATOR
Hm, I haven’t seen you before! 
What’s your name?

SARAH 
I’m Sarah Connor. 
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All the Terminators turn.

TERMINTOR
Sarah Connor??

They blow her up. The terminators start shooting at each 
other. People are running away. Chaos. 

THE GOVERNNATOR
I have failed.

He shoots himself in the head. He doesn’t die.

THE GOVERNNATOR (CONT’D)
Oh. Right.

He points his gun at people running away and kills them.

EXT. GYM

There is chaos. A terminator uses a rocket launcher and blows 
up the gym.

Some Terminators find a nuke on the ground. They shoot it.

EXT. EARTH 

The earth has multiple a bomb explosions. Then the entire 
planet explodes like star wars. 

EXT. SPACE

Junk is floating around. We see a Terminator upper body. The 
light is fading in it’s eye. It gives a thumbs up.

Dodo do dodo
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